Gabelli Media Mogul™ - Liberty Investor Meeting Alert
Liberty will host their annual investor meeting on November 16, 2017. The event offers the opportunity to hear
directly from Dr. John C. Malone, Greg Maffei and other executives from both Liberty and its portfolio companies.
Over the last decade, significant announcements have also accompanied the meeting:
Meeting Date

Key Announcement(s)

Nov 10, 2016
ʺ 12, 2015
ʺ 19, 2014
Oct 10, 2013

N/A
Creation of LMC, BATR & LSXM trackers; spin-offs of CHUB & LEXE
LBRD spin completion
LTRIP spin-off; Liberty Digital tracker (cancelled); Comcast repurchase

ʺ 10, 2012
Nov 17, 2011
Oct 1, 2010

N/A
LSTRZ + LCAP tracker merger
N/A

ʺ 16, 2009
Sep 21, 2008

ʺ
LMDIA spin-off

2017 has already been busy for Liberty with three transactions expected to be consummated near year-end: (a) merger
of General Communications (GCI) and Liberty Interactive; (b) split-off of tracker stock Liberty Ventures (to be known
as GCI Liberty or GLIB); and (c) purchase of HSN by QVC. A Liberty spin-off not presenting in November,
Discovery Communications, is in the midst of its own merger with Scripps Networks Interactive. We would be
surprised by any material transaction announcements in November, but will look for additional input on topics
including:
-

Prospects for a merger of GLIB and Liberty Broadband (LBRD). GLIB’s primary assets are a 24% stake in
LBRD and a 1% stake in Charter Communications (CHTR); LBRD’s sole asset is its 18% stake in CHTR –
would put Liberty’s interests in cable and CHTR in one vehicle

-

Update on operational progress at Formula One (FWON) (sponsorship, team relations), the Atlanta Braves
(BATR) (real estate development, first year in SunTrust Park) and QVC (HSN synergies, new customer
acquisition, international expansion)

-

Rationale for SiriusXM’s investment in Pandora (P), including plans to improve performance

-

Appetite and capacity for future capital deployment (acquisition vs. buyback) at each entity

-

Opportunities to rationalize non-core assets (e.g. FTD, ILG)

-

How 35%-owned Live Nation (LYV) fits within FWON, including opportunities to monetize it

-

Ability to rationalize control and NAV discount at Liberty Expedia (LEXE)

-

Thoughts on a combination of Liberty SiriusXM (LSXM) and 68%-owned SIRI

-

General thoughts on the durability of the current content models and the potential for consolidation among
cable programmers (i.e. what Dr. Malone has called the “free radicals”)

We think the recent softness in media stocks and a tempering of CHTR deal speculation makes it an opportune time to
invest alongside Dr. Malone and team. The next several years should be rich with catalysts; there is a chance new ones
emerge or existing ones are strengthened surrounding the 2017 Investor Meeting.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
About NextShares: Shares of NextShares funds are normally bought and sold in the secondary market through a broker, and may not be
individually purchased or redeemed from the fund. In the secondary market, buyers and sellers transact with each other, rather than with the
fund. NextShares funds issue and redeem shares only in specified creation unit quantities in transactions by or through Authorized Participants.
In such transactions, a fund issues and redeems shares in exchange for the basket of securities, other instruments and/or cash that the fund
specifies each business day. By transacting in kind, a NextShares fund can lower its trading costs and enhance fund tax efficiency by avoiding
forced sales of securities to meet redemptions. Redemptions may be affected partially or entirely in cash when in-kind delivery is not practicable
or deemed not in the best interests of shareholders. A fund’s basket is not intended to be representative of the fund’s current portfolio positions
and may vary significantly from current positions. As exchange-traded securities, NextShares can operate with low transfer agency expenses by
utilizing the same highly efficient share processing system as used for exchange-listed stocks and ETFs. Buying and selling NextShares may
require payment of brokerage commissions and expose transacting shareholders to other trading costs. Frequent trading may detract from
realized investment returns. The return on a shareholder’s NextShares investment will be reduced if the shareholder sells shares at a greater
discount or narrower premium to NAV than he or she acquired the shares.
NextShares is a trademark of NextShares Solutions LLC. Used with permission.
Risk Factors: Fund performance is sensitive to stock market volatility. Investments in foreign instruments or currencies can involve greater risk
and volatility than U.S. investments because of adverse market, economic, political, regulatory, geopolitical or other conditions. No fund is a
complete investment program, and you may lose money investing in a fund, including loss of principal. The Fund may engage in other investment
practices that may involve additional risks, and you should review the Fund prospectus for a complete description.
As of July 31, 2017, the Gabelli Media Mogul NextShares owned 3,600 shares of Liberty Broadband Corp A (representing 7.98% of the fund),
13,000 shares of Liberty Braves Group (7.35% of the fund), 7,000 shares of Liberty SiriusXM Group C (7.21% of the fund), 4,400 shares of
Liberty Ventures Group (5.97% of the fund), 9,000 shares of QVC Group Class A (4.83% of the fund), 5,400 shares of Live Nation
Entertainment Inc. (4.51% of the fund), 5,100 shares of Liberty Formula One Group A (3.86% of the fund), 4,000 shares of General
Communications Inc. Class A (3.82% of the fund), 400 shares of Charter Communications (3.51% of the fund), 4,700 shares of Discovery
Communications Inc. C (2.44% of the fund), 10,000 shares of Pandora Media Inc. (2.00% of the fund), 4,500 shares of FTD Companies (1.98%
of the fund), 14,000 shares of Sirius XM Holdings Inc. (1.84% of the fund), 4,500 shares of CommerceHub Inc. C (1.81% of the fund), 1,400
shares of Liberty Expedia Holdings Inc. A (1.79% of the fund), 1,300 shares of Scripps Networks Interactive Inc. A (1.37% of the fund), 1,000
shares of HSN Inc. (0.89% of the fund), and 3,000 shares of Liberty TripAdvisor Holdings Inc. Class A (0.79% of the fund). These securities are
not necessarily reflective of the entire portfolio.
All investments are subject to risks, including possible loss of principal. Please carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses of Gabelli NextShares before investing. Please carefully read a copy of the Gabelli NextShares prospectus before investing, which
contains this and other information about Gabelli NextShares; you can obtain a copy of the prospectus by calling 800-GABELLI (422-3554).
Market trading prices of NextShares are linked to the fund’s next-computed net asset value (NAV) and will vary from NAV by a marketdetermined premium or discount, which may be zero. Buyers and sellers of NextShares will not know the value of their purchases and sales until
after the fund’s NAV is determined at the end of the trading day. Market trading prices may vary significantly from anticipated levels.
NextShares do not offer investors the opportunity to buy and sell intraday based on current (versus end-of-day) determinations of fund value.
NextShares trade execution prices will fluctuate based on changes in NAV. Although limit orders may be used to control trading costs, they
cannot be used to control or limit trade execution prices. As a new type of fund, NextShares have a limited operating history and may initially be
available through a limited number of brokers. There can be no guarantee that an active trading market for NextShares will develop or be
maintained, or that their listing will continue unchanged.
Creation units of Gabelli NextShares will be distributed by G.distributors, LLC, an affiliate of Gabelli Funds, LLC, the investment adviser to
Gabelli NextShares.

